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Rob Rants 

 

 No Time Like The Present 

 
 

Today’s market climate is unmatched in our history. Here’s a guide. 

 

 

“There’s no time like the present” is an old phrase meant to encourage someone to get something done now, and not 
procrastinate. When it comes to investment markets, that statement rings true today. However, the other meaning of that 
phrase to today’s investor is this: there has never been an investment era like this one. Ever. That means you need to 
evolve your approach to EVERYTHING regarding financial markets. EVERYTHING. Some examples: 



• Algorithmic investment techniques, so popular today, all have potential tripwires attached to them. Why? Because 
they are based on what happened in the past, and the expectation that it will repeat itself in the present and future. 
Don’t get caught in that trap.  
 

• “Past performance is no indication of future returns.” It’s on every fund and investment advisory advertisement. 
It’s about time investors started believing it. For instance, if you relied on how an investment strategy did in 2020 
and 2021, you are probably wondering what happened to your money recently. Even more so, if you came to 
believe that stocks like Facebook and Netflix were “one-decision” stocks – buy them, and never have to consider 
selling them, because they don’t ever drop much. Look at those charts. Those are not stock splits, those are 
mammoth declines in value. 
 

There is so much more about what influences investment markets today that was not a factor years ago. But when the 
Federal Reserve and other central banks opened the monetary spigot, and opened it especially wide in 2016, they created a 
vicious cycle that can only end badly for many unsuspecting investors. You just can’t make money that cheap for that 
long. It produces the hazardous effect of convincing spenders they were, as the expression goes, “placed on 3rd base and 
acting like they just hit a triple.” Case in point, consumer credit is spiking again. Say no more, the leverage genie is out of 
the bottle again. 

As I have noted in a consistent set of social media posts this year (on LinkedIn and Twitter, primarily), the S&P 500 is in 
a decided downtrend, and one that is proving very difficult to break. If it does, great. But if it continues to slide, investors 
are going to have to do more than just “hide in cash.” They will need to expand their investment universe and technique 
and learn to capitalize on these most unique times. It’s do-able, but only if you open your eyes to what’s going on around 
your money. Because there’s no time like the present, and that means one thing: don’t procrastinate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Chart Me A Story 

 

What's to come? 

 
 

It’s starting to feel a bit like 1973, and not because the NY Mets are winning. The spike in inflation, the rising interest 
rates, stagnating economy and vulnerable stock market look pretty similar to nearly 50 years ago. If this were to continue 
to play out in similar fashion, we're looking at years of steadily rising rates which render bonds useless as investments. It 
could also result in 5-10 years of near-zero net returns in the stock market. It is worth following the progress of 2022 vs. 
1973? You betcha.  



 

Innovation Crashes...again and again

 

 

The popular ARKK ETF, which claims to own "innovative" businesses for long-term investment, may need to re-define 
what innovation is. Because it’s not exactly a forward-looking idea to see more than 70% of your ETF's price vanish in 
just 15 months. Here's something innovative: try taking the price of any over-hyped former glamour stock, cut it in half, 
and see what price you get. Then, realize you can cut it in half an infinite number of times, and never hit $0 a share. That's 
the math of bear markets. Welcome to it.  



 

 

 

Giving credit where it’s due...and where it’s not

 
 

Remember when the headlines bragged about how consumers were using the pandemic to get their fiscal houses in order? 
That moment is apparently over. US Consumer Credit Outstanding jumped like an NBA player grabbing a rebound with 
time running out in the 4th quarter. This is the type of thing that should send shudders through the stock market. But hey, 
maybe the Fed will save everyone again? Wouldn't that be cool? Or, you can look at the facts and conclude that old 
buying habits die hard, and that will be a drag on corporate profits soon. 

 

 
  



Strategy Report 

Investment Climate Indicator™ (ICI) 

Sungarden's proprietary measure of investing RISK. Investing offers potential reward, but at what cost? 

 

 

Current Reading: Stormy 

 
 

ROAR Score™ 
Investment strategy is a constant tradeoff. How to balance reward and risk boils down to how you position your 
portfolio across the spectrum of Offense vs. Defense (investing to grow what you have vs. avoiding big loss). 

We refer to this spectrum as ROAR: Return Opportunity And Risk. Each week, we express our opinion about 
what the current market environment is favoring across those competing approaches. 

 
ROAR CHARTS Position (0-100 scales, 50 = "normal" positioning) 

Defense/Offense (lower= more defensive) 0 

 

 

 

 

  



Market Outlook Factor Overview (MOFO)™ 
With all the noise out there, what should investors focus on now? This MOFO aims to figure that out! We think 

these are the 10 factors most likely to impact investors’ portfolios in the intermediate term. We update the 
rankings each week, based on our opinion. 

This Week 
Ranking Factor Comment 

1 Inflation  It’s here. The bond market cares and now stocks do too.  

2 Fed Policy  Powell announced 1st rate hike.  Let the market obsession begin! 

3 Market Sentiment  January lows could be the final stand for long-time stock bulls  

4 Short-Term Bond Rates  Risen to the point where they are competition for weak equities 

5 Hidden Leverage This is the type of environment where financial blowups happen  

6 Economic Growth  ARKK 

7 Corporate Earnings   Q2 reports could be the final straw for a nervous, hopeful market 

8 Equity Valuations  Been high a long time, will matter eventually  

9 Russia/Ukraine One of many market overhangs, but far from the only one  

10 China’s Covid Lockdowns  Suppression of a huge economy likely to reverberate globally 

Notable up movers from last week 

Notable down movers from last week 

 

Weekly Summary 

No change in this MOFO's plot this week. Still a long list of investor concerns, and now that a busy couple of weeks of earnings 
and Fed speak have passed, the market will try to rally. If it fails, it may be the biggest negative market factor yet this year. 
Because at the end of it all, it’s the movement of prices that matters, not the reasons (guesses?) why they are moving. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 



S&P 500 X-Ray™ 
For risk management, we think asset allocation is over-rated, and technical analysis (charting price patterns) is under-

rated. Rob Isbitts applies his more than 40 years of charting experience to set S&P 500 Index risk ranges for 3 different 
time frames. Updated each week. 

 

S&P 500 closing price on 5/17/22 = 4088 

 
 Top Range Bottom 

Range 
Implied 
Upside 

Implied 
Downside 

 

Short-Term 4,200 3,700 3% -9%  
Intermediate-
Term 

4,800 
 

3,200 17% -22%  

Long-Term 5,000 2,000 22% -51%  

 

Take Away 
 
The plan is the same: look to exploit rallies by notching up stock exposure tactically, but expect every bounce to top 
out quickly until the market proves otherwise. Meanwhile, look for direction in bonds, now that rates have spiked 
but show signs of topping out for now. And oil appears to be trying to sneak its way back into the headlines via 
higher prices. We've got a full deck of stuff to monitor here. We'll continue to do just that! 
 

 

  

Disclaimer 
The material on our website is for informational purposes only. We are not asking you to buy or sell a security and are not offering 

you investment advice. Information on our website is believed to be reliable. Please understand it is not guaranteed. Past performance 
is not a guarantee. It is also not a reliable indicator of future results. Investing means taking risks. You may not use any part of our 

website without asking us. You need our written permission. 
Sungarden Investment Publishing, LLC provides links for your convenience to websites produced by other providers or industry 

related material. Accessing websites through links directs you away from our website. Sungarden Investment Publishing, LLC is not 
responsible for errors or omissions in the material on third party websites, and does not necessarily approve of or endorse the 

information provided. Users who gain access to third party websites may be subject to the copyright and other restrictions on use 
imposed by those providers and assume responsibility and risk from use of those websites.   

Information about your visits to our website: We store records of the activities on our sites in our web server logs, which automatically 
capture and save the information electronically. The information we collect helps us administer the site, analyze its usage, protect the 

website and its content from inappropriate use, and improve the user’s experience. 
 

See our Terms and Conditions and Privacy Policy on the website. 
Copyright © 2022 Sungarden Investment Publishing, LLC. All rights reserved. 
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